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MISTRESS MONTHLY WELCOMES OUR NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF THE LOVELY AND TALENTED MISS O’SHEA.

From Northern Ireland, to sunny San Francisco, Caroline O’Shea brings a new era of domination to the pages of Mistress Monthly.

A recent graduate of Queens University, her post-graduate work allowed her to rapidly rise in the ranks of the NWO.

Ranked number three in the top ten list of Mistresses to watch in this very magazine, we are very excited to have Miss O’Shea on board to help guide us through the next few exciting years of female dominance and supremacy.

“A new era is dawning for the aspiring Mistress.”
“It is vitally important to keep your Sissy active.”

AVOIDING APATHY

It is a stressful time and there is no worse annoyance than an apathetic Sissy. Has he lost his fear and anxiety? Does he mope around as if his life is over? Be careful, as this can lead to further complications and unhappiness for all involved. Sissies are in need of constant discipline and attention. They are creatures that feed on reinforcement, both positive and negative. Should your Sissy be exhibiting signs of apathy, this generally has more to do with their owner than their own choice to be lazy or disobedient. That is not to say they should not be punished for their insolence.

An important distinction to understand is the difference between Sissy laziness and Sissy apathy. Laziness is rebellion, and rebellion is something that needs to be crushed and beaten. Apathy, on the other hand, has to be met with care and encouragement. An apathetic Sissy has lost the desire to please, the fear of the unknown, and the hope that they might one day be seen as a man again. When these aspects of a Sissy are buried or hidden, it is often replaced with an entropic apathy that makes the Sissy little more than another useless mouth to feed.

Curing apathy requires a complex set of disciplinary muscles. First and foremost is one of care and compassion. Many Mistresses and Masters tend to forget the need for gentle support, reassurance and comfort when maintaining their pets. There is strength in kindness, and sometimes that carrot can be far more effective than any stick. A caress of her cheek; a compliment to her beauty; a playful pat at her chastity cage; these are things that can invigorate a lifeless Sissy and make them remember why you are the most important thing in their world.

“A DESPONDENT SISSY CAN BOTH DISAPPOINT AND REINVIGORATE”
“Being leashed doesn’t come naturally.”

It is common knowledge that leash instruction is essential for training Sissies. While there are many conflicting opinions on when to begin this training, most experts agree that the sooner you get a Sissy trained on a leash, the better accustomed that Sissy is to her new life. Mistress Kari Parley from Manchester, New Hampshire, recently gave an online lecture of her entire leashing process. “I started leash training long before the feminization process,” says Miss Parley, “It changed the whole dynamic of the relationship practically overnight. David was not interested in the sub/dom concept and fought the training from the very beginning.”

LEASH LESSONS

These are the ties that bind

“THE SOONER YOU GET A SISSY TRAINED ON A LEASH, THE BETTER ACCUSTOMED THAT SISSY IS TO HER NEW LIFE.”
leash training as a game was Miss Parley’s doorway to creating the Sissy dynamic with her husband.

“I started it in the bedroom, claiming roleplay and spicing up our sexual encounters. Little escalations led to a whole domesitc evening leashed, which then led to a weekly ritual. With sexual relations as a reward only offered when leashed, he was soon bringing it to me. That’s when I introduced him to hobbling.”

It is worth noting that Miss Parley had not introduced any feminization or other Dom/sub behavior at this point. Yet, by the end of the second month, she already had her husband eager to get on all fours and submit to her in exchange for the promise of sex. From there, the feminization and subsequent Sissification was just a matter of small, incremental steps.

“Being leashed does not come naturally for most beta males. They have been taught to overcompensate for their inferiority, and as such need to be retrained for their proper position.” Doctor Marcus Lamont, noted psychiatrist and Sissy breeder, offers his own view on the leashing process while offering up Jonathan, his current pet project as an example (pictured right).

“For Sissies, like Jonathan here, being hobbled and helpless is a learned pleasure. If you look at his face right now, you can clearly tell he is not pleased with his situation. He does not like being hobbled and he does not like having his photo taken. He especially does not like the idea of others seeing him en-femme and being seen as a slut. Now, as we connect the leash to him, watch what happens... You can literally watch the rebellion drain from his face. That... is the power of the leash.”

Whether you begin leash training from day one, or later on in the feminization process, the one unified view is that all Sissies should be leash trained. It is essential for the later stages of every Sissification project. Without the leash, every trip to the Doctor, every visit to the salon, and even overnight stays with your new sexual partners become nebulously difficult. The leash ensures an obedient and docile Sissy when you need one.

“They don’t have to like it,” says Miss Parley, even as she yanks the chain connected to the crawling creature beside her. “They probably won’t in the long run, but it is essential. Teach them to heel, teach them to mind, teach them to anticipate your every move. Leash training does all of these things, and the sooner they learn, the sooner they accept.”

“Hobbled and helpless is a learned pleasure.”
DEAR MISS MASTERS

Toledo,

The closest parallel I can think of to this situation is Sister-Wives. In a polyamorous relationship, where you are the dominant figure, it is your role to make each one feel useful, special and unique while also fostering a team atmosphere for them when you are not there. This is incredibly difficult for even very experienced Mistresses. I suggest trying to assign each of them specific things that only they are good at. Does one give better foot rubs, does another cook better? Find a way for each one to feel special and appreciated every day. If you have the ability, try to also separate them from time to time and when they are separate make them fearful in some way. This can give them a feeling of security when together and can foster sissy solidarity.

Wits End in Wyoming

Karen -

This can happen. Especially as the day to day reality of becoming a servant and slave sinks in to their little brains. You do not want to lose that arousal control, as it makes virtually every aspect of training easier. Consult his physician. A prescription of Viagra is almost always a guaranteed help, especially when ground up and incorporated into his diet regularly. The primary way to combat this, however, is to really dig into what his ideal sexual fantasy is. If he is resisting the Sissy arousal, the odds are he is still harboring some heterosexual alpha male fantasies and one of the best techniques for bringing back the arousal is to let him indulge in this fantasy, then slowly convert him into becoming the object of his own desire. This takes patience, communication, research and time, but making him into his own sexual fantasy is a key way of keeping that arousal permanent.

Despite my best efforts, my girl Jenni is no longer becoming aroused. I have tried all manner of plugs, vibrators, visual stimulation and erotic play, but she just keeps demanding to be a man again and claiming that he does not find any of it arousing any more. It was my best tool for control and now I’m struggling. Any advice?

Wits End in Wyoming

Dear Miss Masters,

Dear Miss Masters,

Is there a good process for introducing my girl to his old male friends? I am tired of him continuing to try to communicate with them and I want them all to know what he has become. It feels like a big moment and I don’t want to just rush through it.

Karen

Karen -

This is indeed a big moment for every new Sissy. Being unveiled in their new role is one of the key breaking points for all of our pets. It needs to be an event. The easiest way is to throw a dinner party. It is important that the Sissy knows the date, time and the expectation of the event to properly cultivate the anticipation and dread. Have him cook the food, clean the house and provide service during the event. If you want to go bigger, and have the financial resources to do so, I recommend throwing a debutante party and inviting everyone you know. You can lead up to this event with salon trips, catering visits and even renting a venue. It is all about how big a scale and scope you wish to proceed with, but I can not stress enough how important it is to make this a lasting, long-term memory for your pet. You have spent the time training him, now show him off.

Karen

Despite my best efforts, my girl Jenni is no longer becoming aroused. I have tried all manner of plugs, vibrators, visual stimulation and erotic play, but she just keeps demanding to be a man again and claiming that he does not find any of it arousing any more. It was my best tool for control and now I’m struggling. Any advice?

Wits End in Wyoming

Dear Miss Masters,

My sissies are constantly fighting with each other and driving me crazy. If I wanted children I wouldn’t have feminized my last three lovers. How do I get them to get along better?

Tired in Toledo

Tired in Toledo
“Who’s that

SISSY

MEET TINA (FORMERLY KEVIN)
THE NEWEST ACQUISITION OF HB INDUSTRIES

HB Industries is a manufacturing subsidiary that has a hand in many products that you probably use on a daily basis. It is also one of the growing number of corporations that has taken to having a full-time Sissy on staff to provide essential services for those working long hours. Which brings us to Tina...
Kevin Marston strutted into work on a Tuesday morning, ten minutes late as always. Most everyone around the office had an inherent dislike of Kevin. “We always said he had ‘short man’s syndrome’ because he was always overcompensating with everyone.” That was Jeanne Lacrux, head of HR and personnel for HBI. “I had a queue of people complaining in my office every week because of Kevin, yet there was no official reason for firing him and his contract was multi-year. Productivity was literally coming to a halt because of his behavior. That’s when I called Marlene.”

Marlene Stark is a business consultant that specializes in situations just like this one. With over four hundred small businesses touting her solutions, Marlene has quickly developed a reputation for fixing disruptive employees.

“The video of Kevin, in his blonde wig and makeup, tied up naked on the board room table made my jaw drop,” says Miss Lacrux. “I felt the lawsuit pending.” But the video had him literally begging to be called Tina, pleading to be demoted to personal assistant and official office morale, and literally crying as he asked for a reduction in pay and a waiver of all legal rights. Kevin’s testimonial with a signed notary seal made it very easy to move forward with his requests.”

Miss Stark laughs when asked how she created this change of attitude in Kevin. “Threatening to bring in all of his colleagues while he was tied up as he was, got him to say and sign everything. Poor little Tina did not understand that he was committing himself to so much worse.”

These days, Tina is a regular fixture on that board room table. She is passed around as a morale booster for employees working overtime and has grown quite used to being a centerpiece on that board table during meetings. When asked for a comment, Tina simply replied with a gagged ‘Mmmphhhmmmmph’.

“We still pass around the video of the first time we had him naked and bound on the boardroom table. The look on his face as his former colleagues began to undress is a moment I’ll never forget.”

“Kevin always did have a big mouth. Finally, we have a use for it...”
As I step into my kitchen, my Homekit lights turn on at the sound of my voice. It is cold, so a quick word to the air control causes the heat to kick on. The music player springs to life with my calming, soft jazz afternoon mix as soon as I say the word. Then, by just uttering the phrase, “Becky, come,” my maid rushes to the room, face flushed and eager to please.

We live in a marvelous age, one of technological wonder and innovation. None, more so, than in the world of Sissy Management. What used to be a tedious and often time-consuming domination has been greatly streamlined in these days of voice activated, wireless home improvements.

“Alexa, punish Becky.”

If you are close to her, you can hear the little buzz as the plug inside of her delivers tiny electrical shocks. You do not need to hear it to see the results. Her eyes instantly pop into tears, her body twitches and the whimpered begging begins.

While this will never replace the effectiveness of good, old-fashioned training; a spanking across your lap; an hour standing with her nose to the corner; polishing your shoes with her tongue; the addition of wireless control over your pet project adds an ease and simplicity that is required for the hustle and bustle of today’s modern Mistress.

“Siri, remind Chrissy to clean.”

Commanding multiple Sissies has never been easier.
Programming simple commands into your training system is a must if you are customizing your home. Establishing a series of signals for your Sissy is an easy way to communicate from anywhere on the planet. Most remote apps have downloadable presets specifically for Sissy training. Two long buzzes, one short and three long, for instance may not mean much to most people, but to many Sissies around the world, this is a universal signal for ‘serve dinner.’ Thousands of Sissies across the planet feel that pattern every night and hurry to get food on the table, lest the pleasantly arousing buzz reminder turn into the punishment shock of disappointment.

The ability to pre-program routines into these systems is the most useful of functions. At 8:30PM every night, Lulu assumes her evening position. The little buzz pattern inside of her reminds her of the time and ensures she is in position for her nightly edging. As she stands there with her hands on the coffee table, back arched, eyes closed, she waits patiently for the automatic edging that will leave her hot and breathless all night long, squirming in her chastity cage and dreaming of anyone and everyone who could scratch that itch. Sometimes there are others there to watch her be remotely edged, sometimes she is by herself. It does not matter to the automated system. She will be edged whether she wants it or not.

If you are not taking advantage of this wonderful modern technology, then please consider it. Not only is it a valuable and easy to use training tool, but it also functions as a safe and convenient way to share the training of your Sissy with others. If you have a trip planned, it is easy enough to share the login to your Sissy for whomever is feeding and exercising her. Likewise, this tool can easily transition to a money-making opportunity as well, allowing Mistresses to earn money from various webcam/user-controlled adult viewing sites. The possibilities this innovation opens up is virtually limitless and it has never been a better time to be a Mistress in this modern world.
She is standing on tip-toe, her hands locked behind her head, eyes closed and perfectly still. Her outfit is nonexistent, little more than a fishnet pattern over sheer fabric. It covers nothing. I am surprised to find her sans chastity, but that is quickly explained by her Mistress.

So speak to me about the lack of chastity.

Emma: I wanted you to be able to see the full transformation effect. She won’t be touching it unless you ask her to.

She’s already that well trained?

Emma: Oh yes. Aren’t you, Kelli?

Kelli: Yes, Mistress.

Kelli is still fairly new to this lifestyle though, isn’t she? She has only been training for a few months?

Emma: Well, yes and no. He was always pretty submissive, even before I started feminizing him. Even growing up, I would tell him what to do, so it was not that big a leap.

To say Kelli went viral on Instagram last month is an understatement. Her makeup tutorials, tik-toks and thirst traps are one of the most searched for things on the web right now. How did this happen?

Emma: Just a right place at the right time, I suspect. He was expelled from college and moved in with me and my husband for what he expected to be a temporary stay. After about a week, I was tired of his lazy ass and his constant complaining. I found myself berating and humiliating him all the time, and one night on a whim, I filmed it and posted it. It exploded almost overnight.

That was the ‘Don’t make me lick it,’ meme, yes?

Emma: Right.

I use it all the time whenever someone is complaining.

Emma: Everyone does. Almost overnight everyone knew who he was. Of course, that was back when he looked more like my brother instead of the sissy slut over there.

So when did the feminization start?
Emma: I don't exactly remember. It was not a conscious thing so much as an escalation of trying to find new ways to humiliate him. I started with making him wear my lip gloss and pucker his lips for the camera.

I use that meme too.

Emma: It's not as popular as the original, but it still kept escalating. I started calling him Kelli around that time and that led to starting his own social media accounts.

So you let him post on them?

Emma: Oh no. I parse and vet everything. Not to ruin the magic, but it is all very staged. He has come a very long way in such a short time. What is your secret to making him so feminine?

Emma: He was always kind of effeminate and really very docile when bossed around. It was not hard to start him on hormones, or to get him on a ridiculously complex beauty regimen.

Judging by the tears in his eyes right now, he is not completely happy in this role. What is your trick to keeping him from running away?

Emma: Oh that's easy. My husband.

Oh?

Emma: Sure. Kelli has tried to run away multiple times, but having a husband on the police force makes tracking him an easy thing. Plus, John really likes punishing him.

I see you have an ankle monitor on him.

Emma: Yep. Everytime he tries to run, the boys in blue show up. They quite like the call, as John lets Kelli provide a little morale boost for the precinct when he is bad.

So your husband likes and approves of Kelli?

Emma: Oh very much. John is very affectionate towards him, and has even appeared in a few of the events Kelli has held online.

Kelli: uhh....

Emma: Shhh, little brother. Stand still.

We should talk about his most recent event.

Emma: The Easter Egg hunt?

Right.

Emma: That was actually John's idea. He had bought the wireless egg vibrator for Kelli for his birthday and I had the bunny outfit planned for the Easter posts.

But having a secret code for the world to find was a brilliant contest.

Emma: We actually reached out to the manufacturer and had them help us set it up. So anyone on the planet could login and type in the code once and 'find Kelli's egg'.

And what was the code?

Emma: We thought it was funny to set it to 12345. It went viral immediately. I think the final vibration total was over 360,000.

Three hundred sixty three thousand people vibrated his egg?
Emma: Some were no doubt VPNs and duplicates. Once per customer was not a realistic goal.

But he had over eight hundred thousand views.

Emma: He had a good day. Well... he had a horrible day, but it made us a LOT of money.

So what is next for Kelli?

Emma: Oh we have lots of things planned. We’re doing a chickstarter campaign that allows his instagram audience to donate towards his breast size. We have a ‘win a date with’ competition planned for May, and of course we just started our solicitation Saturday series.

That starts today, does it not?

Emma: Sure does. Would you like to see what she’ll be wearing?

Absolutely.

Emma: Kelli. Go put on the Roxanne outfit.

Kelli: Yes, Mistress.

Emma: He is really dreading it. We publicized the street corner he’ll be on.

But isn’t prostitution illegal? How does this not hurt your husband’s career?

Emma: Oh, the station has signed off on it as a fundraiser to stop streetwalking. Fifty percent of all proceeds that Kelli makes go towards the precinct. They’re treating it as a series of PSAs... and we’ll even show what happens to prostitutes... after she’s proven herself to be a profitable one of course.

So she’ll be arrested?

Emma: Oh yes, and sent to the male penal facility overnight. We’ll bail her out in the morning, take her to the courthouse and plead guilty. She’ll be fined, and released and all set to go for next Saturday where we do it all again. As I said, we film the whole thing so that the county can use it in their marketing and scared straight programs.

And how does Kelli feel about this plan?

Emma: Well, see for yourself.

Well she certainly seems excited.

Emma: Well we don’t normally let her out of her chastity cage and we did ply her with viagra before you arrived.

Would you object to us following along and documenting the prostitution excursion for our online segment of this article?

Emma: Of course you can. The more publicity the better. We’ve set a goal of two million subscribers by Christmas. I promised Kelli a real orgasm if he can make it happen.

Well I’m sure he’ll work extra hard... pun intended.

Emma: (laughing), well there’s nothing extra about what’s down there. Kelli, have a seat and spread your legs so they can see.

Kelli: Yes Mistress.
It Takes Two

There are numerous reasons to take the time and energy to turn your husband into your Sissy Sister. Other than it being a delightfully fun hobby, here are the top ten reasons why altering him into your look-a-like is worth the time.

1.) Have him test out makeup styles so you don’t have to.
2.) Motivate yourself to exercise and diet by having him do it with you.
3.) Why order online when you can send him to try it on in person and bring it home for you.
4.) Be pampered by having him do the same beauty routine on you that you make him do on himself.
5.) Boring errands can be done by him instead. Never go to the DMV again.
6.) Worried the hair style you want will be unflattering? Make him try it first.
7.) Post thirst traps without the work of getting ready.
8.) Never go to clubs and concerts alone. Dancing is more fun in pairs.
9.) Tag out of the unpleasant part of sexual hookups. Let him fluff and then reap the reward.
10.) Men love twins. Rock their world!
TATAS
Make his tits tremendous

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

What do you mean I'm being "cheeky"?

Saturdays with Chrissy

CARTOON CORNER

GIVE HIM THE EDUCATION HE DESERVES!

NOW ENROLLING FOR FALL 2021
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The Exciting World of CHATURBATE

Turning the expense of Sissy upkeep into the perfect at-home job

In these times of turmoil, social distancing and sexual tension, the world of online sexual interaction has exploded. So, too, has the ability to turn your petulant pet into a productivity powerhouse.

With little more than an online tour, a few fetish outfits and a decent web camera, you can pimp out your put upon princess and earn more per week than most professional strippers.

It can be daunting at first. Managing the room, removing trolls and luring in the lucrative spenders takes some practice, and in the end, skill. It also requires your Sissy to shake her ass like there is no tomorrow, but there are a few tips you can use to ensure he gets noticed, retains the room and rakes in the tokens.

First and foremost, focus on the fetish. There is no outfit too degrading for a Sissy and while most other chaturbate rooms steer into the vanilla, use the no-limits of your forced femme to really build that niche market. Costumes are a must and should be changed constantly and often. Unlike most performers, your Sissy will only leak and lust, so there is no real limit to the time frame he can be on camera. Sissies can be onscreen indefinitely. Keep him changing costumes, wigs and styles constantly to keep the audience engaged.
Steer into the humiliation, the bondage and in making your Sissy both look (and feel) helpless. The more humiliating the menu for people to choose from the better. Watching his face as people pay to have him show off his feet, lotion his ass or lick himself clean is not only satisfying but a lucrative model.

Try to build repeat customers. Consistent times every day and a core relationship with those that are regulars can make every Sissy a success. Make him purr and groan their names, write their names on his body, and schedule constant private sessions with them. Remember, you control the room, he is just the talent.

Never forget that you are the one in charge. He can try to manipulate the room into going easy on him, or to only doing things he likes.

A good Mistress will keep her hands on that keyboard and constantly push, promote and sell his Sissy Assets.

Do your research, explore what other Mistresses are doing with their Sissies and steal what works. Pay just as much attention to what doesn’t work. Find his niche and make him fill it.

It is a brand new age for Mistresses. Do not miss the opportunity to build your brand and make him earn his keep.

His humiliation helps...
...as does your enjoyment...

Keep his arousal high and his humiliation higher. Most Sissies find themselves mortified at the idea of hundreds of guys masturbating to their sissy bodies. Make sure to force him into arousal before he begins and with each change of clothes. His helpless look of desire will only benefit you financially.

Set low price points for his wireless plug. Five tokens for thirty seconds of stimulation adds up and allows everyone to contribute to making him a horny slut.
Lip Service

Many a Mistress fails to force her captive cutie to maintain her mouth. Perfect lips do not come easy, or cheap.

Scrubbing them morning and evening is a must to maintain a soft and puffy pout. Assign your Sissy a special toothbrush specifically for this function (medium to hard bristles are best).

Make him set a timer. Sissies are notorious for skimming through activities that might not be noticed. Assigning a specific amount of lip scrubbing each morning and evening is a way to ensure they do enough.

After a week or so of just using the brush, give him an actual lip scrub ointment to use. You can make this at home with some olive oil, cinnamon and sugar, or order from your favorite beauty brand. The M&R Corporation specifically sells many lip-plumping scrubs specifically designed to establish the perfect Sissy CSLs.

Do not let him fail to do his beauty routines. A beautiful Sissy is one worth having around.
Teaching him to **HEEL**

Why you should keep him in heels 24/7

Why is heel training so important?

No one disputes that watching a Sissy stagger around in super high heels is both amusing, arousing and just plain erotic. What is less well known are the health and wellness benefits of keeping him on his toes.

The Minnesota Institute of Sissy Studies (MISS) has conducted vast research into both the physical and mental benefits of a well elevated Sissy girl. In addition to elevating their assets, it has also been proven to elevate their behavior, endurance and arousal, three things every owner looks for in a good Sissy.

In a study conducted with over two thousand newly-outed Sissies, those forced up onto their toes showed an 85% improvement in obedience, while those without heels had a 50% increase in trying to escape. While this is one of those statistics that we all view with a shrug of ‘that’s obvious’, it is always smart to confirm with scientific evidence.

For more information, visit the MISS clinical trials website and see for yourself.

ALWAYS KEEP HIM ON HIS TOES...

IT MAKES HIS CALVES LOOK BETTER ANYWAY!
A new novel from the mind of Melissa Daniels

The Princess & The Pauper

FALL 2020